Honoring a lifetime of humility,
excellence and giving back

THE
RICH & JUNE
VANDEGRIFT
FUND
The Objective
1

Ranken Jordan seeks to recognize
the outstanding construction
management career and ongoing
service to children of our friend,
Rich Vandegrift.
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A trail blazer in the healthcare
construction industry during his
30 years at McCarthy, Rich then
used his expertise to make Ranken
Jordan a one-of-a-kind pediatric
bridge hospital.
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4

By endowing a fund in Rich and
June’s name, we wish to honor the
humble man who has spent the
last 23 years creating the ideal
environment for kids to heal at
Ranken Jordan.
The Rich and June Vandegrift Fund
will provide endowed support
to maintain Ranken Jordan’s
outstanding facility that Rich’s
efforts brought to life.

Rich and June share a beautiful St. Louis story. They both grew up
in North St. Louis City and met when they attended Beaumont High
School. While Rich’s father served in WWII, Rich moved to South St.
Louis to live with his grandparents. They re-connected at Washington
University where Rich was in ROTC and studied engineering. Together,
they celebrate over 60 years of marriage, two wonderful daughters,
Diane and Sally, two cherished granddaughters and many lifelong
friendships.
After graduating, Rich spent time in the service, before going to
work for Caterpillar. They were based in Charlotte, NC at the time,
but wanted to return home to grow their family. Rich and June
transitioned back to St. Louis and before long they reconnected
with fellow Washington University alum, Mike McCarthy, while Rich
was working for PPSI-Midwest, a partner in McCarthy’s parking lot
construction division.
Mike envisioned his family business becoming a giant in the
construction world and in 1972, he set a new development team in
motion under the name McBro. The team was led by Rich Vandegrift
and Roger Burnet, an experienced hospital builder who came from
HBE before joining the McBro team. Encouraged by the passionate
McCarthy brother, Rich and Roger began a massive outreach
campaign that would bear amazing results and set the company
on path to become one of the top three hospital builders in the
country. They made hundreds of calls, traveled across the country
and launched a new construction management style that focused on
relationships.
Rich became known for his thorough research, tenacity and followthrough. He kept projects on time and within budget, a result that
lead to many happy repeat clients for McCarthy. His style was to get
to know the community they were serving as well as the hospital CEO
and architect. He used his knowledge and persistence to manage
projects in a way that brought critical decision makers onto the
same page and ultimately made a difference in the communities they
touched.
Throughout his 30 years with McCarthy, Rich mentored and worked
closely with dozens of industry leaders and led projects in 42 states.
June commented that ‘there was never a road trip or family vacation
that didn’t include passing at least three places where Rich did
a bid or a project.’ He gave McCarthy a nationwide reputation for
excellence in hospital building management and retired as Executive
Vice President in 1998. However, his hospital construction career
continued through his role on the Board of Ranken Jordan Pediatric
Bridge Hospital.
For the past 23 years, Rich Vandegrift has played a pivotal role in the
growth of Ranken Jordan, beginning with his first Board committee
meeting in 1998 when he stated that an addition to the original
building was not enough. Rich set the board on an ambitious path
to fund and build a state-of-the-art facility, a move that has allowed
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Ranken Jordan to become the regional leader and destination for families of children with complex medical needs.
Rich oversaw the planning, design and construction phases for the hospital’s new home in Maryland Heights that opened its doors in
2004. After just five years, there was a need to expand and Rich again played the role of owner’s rep during the project that doubled the
building size and capacity as well as adding a state-of-the-art accessible baseball field in 2018.
Rich’s depth of experience in healthcare construction management has been a perfect pairing with the vision of architect, Steve
Hunsicker. Together, they have made Ranken Jordan’s facility part of the healing process. They built an environment that is unique,
colorful, and unlike a typical hospital setting. With the average inpatient stay of 43 days, the uplifting environment is crucial for our
patients until they are ready to “bridge home.”
Rich has served on the executive committee for the Board for over 20 years, serving as chair from 2006-2012. Along the way, Rich has
involved many partners who remain advocates for Ranken Jordan, especially his colleagues at McCarthy Construction. Thanks to Rich,
many McCarthy employees and subcontractors have become deeply involved with Ranken Jordan both personally and professionally,
following his example of giving back to the kids.
Rich is a true gem and the kind of person one is privileged to know. He is naturally curious, loves to learn and is stimulated by problems
that need to be solved. He’s a baseball statistician, a passionate citizen who cares deeply about the foundations and development
of his community, an incredibly devoted family man and deeply passionate about giving children who need healing the best possible
environment to do so.
In recognition of their years of selfless dedication to our mission, Rich and June Vandegrift received the Ranken Jordan Service to
Children Award in November 2020. Ranken Jordan wishes to continue honoring their legacy and outstanding service to children by
endowing support for the long-term needs of the facility that Rich helped bring to life. By establishing The Rich and June Vandegrift
Fund, we will ensure that our facility will continue to play a critical role in the healing journey of our patients for a longtime to come, a
wish that is shared deeply by Rich and June Vandegrift.

To make a gift to The Rich and June Vandegrift Fund, please visit
www.rankenjordan.org/Vandegrift-Fund
To make a pledge or stock transfer, please reach out to Nellie LaVigne
at (314)872-6412 or nellie.lavigne@rankenjordan.org.

Checks to may be made out as follows:
To: Ranken Jordan Pediatric Bridge Hospital
For: The Rich and June Vandegrift Fund
Mail to: Ranken Jordan Pediatric Bridge Hospital
Attn: Nellie LaVigne
11365 Dorsett Road, Maryland Heights, MO 63043

